We describe a two-center holographic recording method for the storage of persistent holograms in doubly doped lithium niobate crystals. We use a two-center model, and we show that our experimental observations can be explained by the model. We describe experimental methods for finding the unknown material parameters of LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystals for the two-center model, and we discuss the optimization of two-center recording.
INTRODUCTION
The type of recording material used remains the critical issue for holographic storage. Volume holographic storage systems with photorefractive crystals as the recording medium have been tried and tested. [1] [2] [3] In such systems, the inhomogeneous illumination induced by the interference pattern of the reference and signal beams excites charge carriers from impurity levels into the conduction or valence bands; the charge carriers migrate, and they are trapped by empty impurities elsewhere. A spacecharge field builds up and modulates the refractive index by means of the electro-optic effect.
The photorefractive effect is reversible; i.e., homogeneous illumination redistributes the electrons, and new recording is possible. Thus read-write memories can be implemented. However, readout also requires homogeneous illumination at the recording wavelength, which erases the stored information. Thermal fixing, 4 electrical fixing, 5 two-photon recording, 6 frequency-difference holograms, 7 and readout with wave-vector spectra 8 are known techniques for overcoming the problem of destructive readout. Of all these techniques, two-step (or twophoton) processes appear to be the most promising. They do not require heating or external electric fields, and they may permit recording with a high dynamic range, i.e., multiplexing of many holograms with high efficiency. Two-step recording can be achieved in materials in which two photons are required for generation of one free electron or hole. The first photon excites the charge carrier into an intermediate level, and the second, into either the conduction or the valence band. Typically, different wavelengths are chosen for the first and the second excitations. Low-energy photons contain the holographic information, whereas high-energy photons sensitize the material for recording. During readout, only light of the recording wavelength is used, and persistent, nondestructive readout is achieved.
Multiphoton photorefractive storage has been discovered in lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ) crystals, 6 and persistent storage experiments utilizing two-photon excitations were performed with LiTaO 3 which is isomorphic to LiNbO 3 . 9 Picosecond light pulses (wavelengths of 1064 and 532 nm for the recording and sensitizing beams, respectively) were used in these early investigations. More recently, larger refractive-index changes and better sensitivities were achieved with LiNbO 3 and nanosecond light pulses of the same wavelengths. [10] [11] [12] The crystals were doped with iron or with copper as the photorefractive centers. The intermediate levels in all these experiments were due to Nb 4ϩ/5ϩ small polarons that are the result of intrinsic defect niobium on a lithium site (Nb Li ). 13, 14 The recording sensitivity in the initial two-step recording experiments was extremely low owing to the short lifetime of the polarons in congruent LiNbO 3 . Therefore holograms we recorded by using high-intensity pulses. [10] [11] [12] Two-step holographic recording with cw light was first performed in LiNbO 3 :Pr crystals, [15] [16] [17] although it was later suggested that Pr does not play an important role in two-step recording in LiNbO 3 . 18 More recently, it was shown that the lifetime of the shallow polaron levels can be considerably increased by use of highly reduced stoichiometric LiNbO 3 crystals. 18, 19 Furthermore, reducing the Fe concentration (and eventually using nominally undoped stoichiometric LiNbO 3 ) can further increase the lifetime of the polarons. Therefore, high recording and sensitizing light intensities are not required, and persistent holograms can be recorded in these crystals with cw light with much lower intensities 18, 19 than for previous pulsed experiments. The deeper traps in nominally undoped stoichiometric LiNbO 3 are believed to be due to bipolarons. 18, 19 Despite impressive recent progress in the optimization of LiNbO 3 crystals for this type of recording, sensitivity is still an important issue. Furthermore, using intrinsic levels for both shallower and deeper traps reduces control of the design and optimization of the material.
We recently showed 20 that, by using doubly doped LiNbO 3 crystals, we can obtain persistent holographic recording with better performance than from two-step recording. 21 We refer to this technique as two-center holographic recording. In this paper we present a theoretical model and experimental verification of the model for two-center recording. The basic idea of two-center holographic recording is introduced in Section 2, and an experimental demonstration of the method is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 a theoretical model for the two-center method is introduced and compared with the experimental results. Based on the model developed in Section 4, the effects of the various design parameters on the holographic recording characteristics are investigated, an optimization scheme is developed in Section 5. The characteristics of the method along with some suggestions for improvement of its performance are discussed in Section 6. Final conclusions are made in Section 7.
TWO-CENTER HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING
Two-center holographic recording is based on the use of doubly doped photochromic crystals, 20 for example, LiNbO 3 doped with manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe). It is known that LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn is photochromic and that UV preillumination enhances its sensitivity for a few recording and erasure cycles with visible light. 22 The energyband diagram of such a crystal is shown in Fig. 1 . Fe and Mn ions occur in the valence states Mn 2ϩ/3ϩ and Fe 2ϩ/3ϩ , 23 and thermal depletion plays no role at room temperature. Electrons can be excited by UV light either from Mn 2ϩ or from Fe 2ϩ into the conduction band, whereas red light excites electrons only from the shallower Fe 2ϩ . The conduction-band electrons can recombine with both centers, and thus UV illumination populates the Fe 2ϩ/3ϩ level partially, whereas red-light illumination empties the Fe sites. The basic idea of twocenter holographic recording is to bring electrons from Mn to Fe with UV light via the conduction band, use these electrons to record the hologram with red light, and eventually transfer the spatial modulation of the electrons from Fe to Mn centers by red light. The result is a hologram stored in Mn centers that persists against further red illumination. One of the key material parameters in two-center holographic recording is the initial electron concentration in Mn and Fe traps. These concentrations can be varied by annealing (oxidation-reduction treatment). 24 Inasmuch as Mn traps are deeper than Fe traps, electrons fill the Mn traps before the Fe traps. It is essential for persistent recording that all Fe traps initially be empty and that only a portion of the Mn traps be filled.
EXPERIMENTS
We performed experiments with a series of congruently melting x-cut LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystals with different doping levels and different annealing (or oxidationreduction) states. All characterization experiments were performed with a 0.85-mm-thick LiNbO 3 crystal doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe 2 O 3 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. The crystal was annealed appropriately such that all Fe traps as well as a portion of the Mn traps were empty. This annealing process results in negligible absorption at 633 nm and an intensity-absorption coefficient of ␣ Ӎ 9 cm Ϫ1 at 365 nm (the absorption spectrum of this crystal is similar to that of LN3 in Fig. 15 below) . All other crystals were used in the optimization experiments.
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(a) . A homogeneous incoherent UV beam is used for sensitization, and two coherent red beams interfere at the crystal for holographic recording. The detailed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(b) . We used a 100-W mercury lamp as the UV light source. The output light of the lamp is filtered (wavelength, 365 or 404 nm, depending on the experiment) and focused by a lens to increase the UV intensity at the crystal. We used a 35-mW He-Ne laser for generation of the coherent red light (wavelength, 633 nm). By timing the opening and closing of shutters S1, S2, and S3 [ Fig. 2(b) ], we perform several experiments to help us to understand the physical mechanisms that are responsible for holographic recording and for optimizing the performance of the system.
B. Sensitization and Bleaching Experiments
A proper ratio between the intensities of the red recording and the UV sensitizing light, I red /I UV , is essential for good performance. A convenient way to adjust the intensity ratio is to use sensitization and bleaching experiments.
To investigate sensitization dynamics, we monitor the absorption of the red light by the crystal. We do this by illuminating the crystal with a weak uniform red beam and monitoring the transmitted red power with time. The intensity of the illuminating red light should be low enough to have a negligible effect on the electron transfer between the traps. We perform the sensitization experiment with the experimental setup in Fig. 2(b) by opening shutters S1 and S2 and closing shutter S3. We monitor the bleaching dynamics by illuminating the sensitized crystal with only a strong uniform red beam and monitoring the transmitted power. We can do this by using the experimental setup in Fig. 2(b) by opening shutter S2 and closing shutters S1 and S3. Figure 3 shows typical re- sults of the sensitization and bleaching experiments. The details of the experiments are summarized in the caption.
The time constants of sensitization and bleaching are measures of the rates of population and depopulation of the Fe sites. One can vary them by varying light intensities. These time constants should be of the same order of magnitude to produce a strongly modulated Fe 2ϩ concentration during hologram recording. Excessive UV light (relative to the red light) results in too rapid sensitization and also too-rapid erasure of the hologram. Therefore, strong holograms cannot be recorded. However, red light that is too strong (compared with UV light) results in rapid bleaching of the Fe traps and in insufficient electrons in the Fe traps for efficient holographic recording. Therefore it is important to optimize the ratio between UV and red intensities. We find from the sensitization-bleaching experiments an optimum intensity ratio of I red /I UV Ϸ 25-30 for recording the strongest hologram.
C. Holographic Recording Experiments
To get information about the holographic performance, we record and reconstruct plane-wave gratings, using the same LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal that we used in the previous experiments. The unpolarized UV light illuminates the sample homogeneously; the He-Ne laser light is split into two plane waves, which interfere at the crystal (1/e 2 beam diameter 2.0 mm; transmission geometry; period length of the grating, 0.9 m; intensity of each beam, 0.3 W/cm 2 ; ordinary polarization for both beams). The grating vector is aligned parallel to the c axis of the sample. The crystal is preexposed to UV light for at least 3 h before recording. During recording, we block one of the He-Ne beams [by closing S2 in Fig. 2(b) ] from time to time, and the second beam is diffracted from the written grating to yield diffraction efficiency as the ratio between diffracted and total incident light intensities. Figure 4 shows the results. The diffraction efficiency rises quickly and then drops almost to zero with no UV light present [S1 closed in Fig. 2(b) ] during the hologram formation. After some reading, the grating disappears completely. With the assistance of UV light during recording [S1 open in Fig. 2(b) ], much higher efficiencies are obtained. Subsequent reading first erases the grating partially, but the remaining grating persists despite further red illumination. It is clear that the presence of UV light during hologram formation is crucial for obtaining large diffraction efficiencies and persistent readout. Finally, the hologram can be erased either by UV light only [S1 open, S2 and S3 closed in Fig. 2(b) ] or by UV light and one of the red beams simultaneously [S1 and S3 open, S2 closed in Fig. 2(b) ]. Figure 5 shows the diffraction efficiency versus time for a plane-wave hologram erased by UV and red beams simultaneously. The specifications of the beams are the same as those of the recording experiment.
THEORY
In this section we discuss a theoretical model that can explain the experimental results. The model is similar to the two-center charge-transport model for LiNbO 3 :Fe introduced in 1993 by Jermann and Otten. 25 The goal of the model is to find the time evolution of the space-charge field recorded by two interfering recording beams in the presence of a homogeneous sensitizing beam.
A. Two-Center Model
In the theoretical modeling of holographic recording in a doubly doped LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal, we employ a set of five equations to solve for five unknowns. These unknowns are electron concentration in the conduction band (n), electron concentration in the deeper and shallower traps (N Mn Ϫ and N Fe Ϫ , respectively), current density ( j), and space-charge (electric) field (E). The system of five equations is
All symbols are defined in Table 1 . Some parameters have a subscript R or UV to indicate whether they are for red (in general, recording) or UV (in general, sensitizing) light. In writing Eqs. (1)- (5) we implicitly assumed that all variables have one-dimensional (x) spatial variation.
Equations (1) and (2) are rate equations for the deeper (Mn) and shallower (Fe) traps, respectively. Thermal depopulation of the traps is neglected, as both Fe and Mn traps are deep enough in the bandgap. Equation (3) is the current-continuity equation. Equation (4) is the current equation that describes the current density as the sum of drift, diffusion, and four bulk photovoltaic currents. Finally, Eq. (5) is Poisson's equation.
Equations (1)- (5) comprise a system of partial differential equations in time and space that is difficult to solve in general. To simplify the solution, we assume that the sensitizing intensity is homogeneous and that the recording intensity (I R ) has one-dimensional sinusoidal variation with space:
where K and m are the magnitude of the grating vector and the modulation depth of the recording intensity pattern, respectively. Therefore we represent each variable by the first two terms of its Fourier series. For example, the space-charge field (E) can be represented as
By replacing each variable in Eqs. (1)- (5) with the first two terms in its Fourier series, we can approximate Eqs.
(1)-(5) by two sets of ordinary differential equations (for the zeroth-and first-order variables) that are much easier to solve numerically. To simplify the numerical solution, we assume that the steady state of the electron concentration in the conduction band (n) is achieved instantaneously compared with the steady states of the other variables. This result is called adiabatic approximation and results in replacing ‫ץ‬n/‫ץ‬t ϭ dn 0 /dt ϭ dn 1 /dt ϭ 0 in the governing equations. Performing simulations with and without this approximation results in essentially the same answer.
Next, we assume that n Ӷ N Mn Ϫ , N Fe Ϫ , N A . This assumption results in omitting n from Eq. (5). We also assume that there is no dc electric field; i.e., that E 0 ϭ 0. This is true when we do not apply any external field to the crystal. The screening field is also negligible because of the presence of the UV beam and a considerable surface conductivity, as we discuss below. After finding E 1 by solving the governing equations numerically, we can easily calculate the change in the index of refraction through the electro-optic effect as
where r eff is the effective electro-optic coefficient, which depends on the direction of the space-charge field with respect to the c axis of the crystal and on the polarization of the readout beam, and n eff is the effective index of refraction for the readout beam, which depends on the polarization of that beam. Finally, we can calculate the diffraction efficiency from ⌬n by using Kogelnik's formula 34 :
where L, , and are the material thickness, the wavelength of the recording (and reading) beams in vacuum, and the angle between the normal to the crystal and each recording beam (or half of the angle between the two recording beams) inside the crystal, respectively.
B. Parameters of the Model
To have a reliable model we need accurate estimates of the parameters. Although most of the parameters for Fe traps can be extracted from the literature, important parameters for the Mn traps and the initial electron concentration in the Mn traps (N A ) need to be determined. Knowing all Fe parameters, we performed experiments to find three additional parameters: q Mn,UV s Mn,UV , ␥ Mn , and the initial electron concentration in the Mn traps
We can assume that q Mn,R s Mn,R and Mn,R are zero because of the deep position of the Mn traps in the bandgap of LiNbO 3 . To find the three parameters mentioned above we need to obtain three equations. We use bleaching and sensitization experiments to find these equations. After finding these three parameters, we use curve fitting to the measured holographic recording curves to find the last unknown parameter, Mn,UV . Finally, we optimize our calculation of the parameters by fine tuning these parameters to get the best fit to the sensitization, bleaching, and holographic recording curves. The important parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Bleaching
We use the bleaching experiment to obtain a relationship between ␥ Mn and N A . The governing equations for the bleaching dynamics are
where we assume adiabatic approximation (‫ץ‬n/‫ץ‬t ϭ 0) in Eq. (12) . The initial conditions for N Fe Ϫ and N Mn Ϫ depend on the sensitization process, but the condition 
To simplify the calculations, we assume that the absorption of the red light in the crystal is weak. Therefore we can consider the red light intensity (I R ) in Eq. (13) to be a constant. We further assume that N Fe Ϫ Ӷ N Fe and N Mn Ϫ Ӎ N A . This is a good approximation when we neglect the beginning of the bleaching curve [ Fig. 3(b) ] and consider the dynamics of the latter part of the curve. With all these approximations, bleaching time constant b in Eq. (13) becomes a constant, independently of position inside the crystal. The bleaching speed normalized to the bleaching light intensity (I R ) can then be written as
. (14) We can find the left-hand side of Eq. (14) experimentally by fitting the latter parts of the bleaching curves at different intensities with monoexponential formulas. We need to find the relation between light transmission and electron concentration in Fe traps (N Fe Ϫ ). For small absorption of the bleaching light inside a crystal with thickness L, we can write (15) where
and I t and I i are the transmitted and incident intensities [or I(z ϭ L) and I(z ϭ 0)], respectively. Therefore the bleaching time constant is equal to time constant b in the variation of N Fe Ϫ and we can measure (1/ b )/I R from the bleaching experiments and use it in Eq. (14) . Figure 6 shows the variation of the bleaching speed (1/ b ) with red-light intensity (I R ). The solid line in Fig. 6 shows the linear fit to the experimental data. Using the slope of this line, we can obtain one equation for the unknown parameters:
Sensitization
We use the measurements from the sensitization experiment to obtain two additional relationships for the three unknowns (q Mn,UV s Mn,UV , ␥ Mn , and N A ). The governing equations for the analysis of the sensitization dynamics are
where we assume the adiabatic approximation (‫ץ‬n/‫ץ‬t ϭ 0) in Eq. (20) . The initial conditions are N Fe
, we can find the differential equation for the electron concentration in the Fe traps as The major complication in finding an analytic solution for Eq. (21) is the strong absorption of UV light. The measured absorption coefficient of the crystal at 365 nm is ␣ ϭ 9 mm Ϫ1 . Differentiating both sides of Eq. (15) with respect to time, we can calculate the initial slope of the transmitted intensity ratio versus time as
Substituting 
Note that the initial conditions for the sensitization experiment are that N Fe
The left-hand side of Eq. (23) can be calculated from the experimental results. Figure 7 (a) shows the variation of the initial sensitization slope ͓͉d(I t /I i )/dt͉ tϭ0 ͉͔ with I UV0 . Figure 7 (a) shows that the initial sensitization slope varies linearly with the UV intensity I UV0 , as Eq. (23) suggests. Replacing the slope of the line fitted to the experimental data ͓͉d(
. (24) A second equation can be obtained from use of the saturation value of the transmitted red light in the sensitization experiment. Figure 7(b) shows the ratio of the transmitted to the incident red intensity after 3 h of sensitization as a function of UV intensity I UV0 . This value is related to the electron concentration in Fe traps after 3 h of sensitization.
The relation between this transmitted-to-incident intensity ratio and the final (steady-state) electron concentration in the Fe traps, 
We use N A , q Mn,UV s Mn,UV , and ␥ Mn from Eqs. (26)- (28) as the initial values in the simulation of sensitization, bleaching, and holographic recording and readout curves and then fine tune these values by trying to get the best fits to the experimental results. The only remaining unknown parameter is the photovoltaic constant of the Mn 
traps at 365 nm ( Mn,UV ), which one can find by fitting the theoretical and experimental results. The final values of the parameters are listed in Table 1 .
C. Comparison with the Experimental Results
In fitting the theoretical curves to the experimental results we try to get the best overall fit to the experimental sensitization, bleaching, and holographic recording and readout results. The simulation of the sensitization, bleaching, and holographic recording curves is based on the numerical solutions of the governing differential equations. To consider the absorption of UV light within the crystal, we divided the crystal into 50 thin portions with equal thickness. The intensity of the UV light was assumed to be constant in each portion. The corresponding equations were solved within each portion. We then calculated the overall response of the entire crystal by combining the relevant results (optical density in sensitization-bleaching and index change in holographic recording) of the different portions appropriately. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the theoretical and experimental results for the best overall fit. The agreement between theory and experiment shown in Fig. 8 is good, especially for the beginning of the recording, saturation diffraction efficiency, and the final diffraction efficiency (after sufficient readout), which are the important features of the recording and readout curves used in the computation of sensitivity and M/#. The final values of all parameters that result in the theoretical curves in Fig.  8 are summarized in Table 1 . Figure 9 (a) shows the theoretical saturation diffraction efficiency as a function of the recording intensity (I R0 ) when the ratio of the recording intensity to sensitizing intensity is fixed (I R0 /I UV0 ϭ 25). We calculate one of the curves in Fig. 9(a) by neglecting the absorption of the sensitizing beam (␣ UV ϭ 0), whereas the other curve is calculated with the absorption of the sensitizing beam included (␣ UV ϭ 9 mm Ϫ1 ). Neglect of this absorption is an acceptable assumption only for thin crystals or for cases in which we are interested in local hologram strength. However, this rule does not apply to thick crystals because UV absorption cannot be neglected in such crystals. Typical absorption coefficients of the crystals that we used are nearly 9 mm Ϫ1 at 365 nm. Figure 9 (b) shows the variation of the saturation diffraction efficiency with recording intensity (I R0 ) at constant sensitizing intensity (I UV0 ϭ 20 mW/cm 2 ). Figure 9 suggests that the final diffraction efficiency in two-center holographic recording is a function of the intensity ratio (I R0 /I UV0 ) only and not a function of the absolute intensities. This result can be intuitively understood when we recall that the sensitizing light populates and the recording light depopulates the Fe traps. The strengths of the processes caused by sensitizing and recording lights depend on sensitizing and recording intensities, respectively. Therefore, if we change the sensitizing and recording intensities while keeping their ratio constant, we will not change the relative roles of the processes involved in recording the hologram, and we will obtain the same saturation diffraction efficiency. Note that the holographic recording speed still depends on the absolute intensities, as stronger beams result in faster responses. Figure 9 (b) shows that the final diffraction efficiency depends more broadly on the recording intensity for higher UV absorption. This is so because the ratio of the recording and UV intensities (I R0 /I UV0 ) varies through the thickness of the crystal, as the absorption of the recording light is much weaker than that of the UV light. Therefore the best UV intensity that corresponds to the approximately fixed recording intensity cannot be provided for all points within the thickness of the crystal. If the UV intensity is high enough, there is a relatively narrow region within the crystal with optimum intensity ratio. When the UV intensity is increased, this narrow region moves away from the UV entrance edge. If we increase the UV intensity beyond some maximum value, there is no region within the crystal with optimum intensity ratio, as the UV intensity remains too high at all points within the crystal thickness. For UV intensities above that maximum value, the final diffraction efficiency decreases with increasing UV intensity.
D. Effect of Sensitizing and Recording Intensities
Finally, it is important to note that there is no intensity threshold for two-center holographic recording, as shown in Fig. 9 . We can record holograms with low recording and UV intensities and obtain large diffraction efficiencies if the intensity ratio is picked properly. This is a big advantage of two-center recording over two-step persistent holographic recording with small polarons in LiNbO 3 :Fe crystals.
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E. Importance of Sensitizing Light
As was shown in Fig. 4 , the presence of UV light during hologram formation is crucial for obtaining large diffraction efficiencies. In this subsection we explain the physical reason for this importance.
The electron recombination rates of Mn and Fe centers have the same order of magnitude. Therefore the probabilities of trapping a conduction-band electron at Mn and Fe sites are comparable. As a result, when an electron is excited from Fe to the conduction band, it will quickly end up in Mn centers after a few Fe retrapping cycles. An electron moves only a few nanometers in the conduction band before getting retrapped at either center as a result of the small mobility of electrons in LiNbO 3 . Therefore, if there is no UV illumination during recording, an electron moves only a few nanometers on the average before it is trapped in Mn centers, a distance much smaller than the grating period (usually ϳ1 m). Once an electron is trapped in Mn, it can no longer be used for holographic recording. Having simultaneous UV illumination during recording makes the Mn electrons available for recording and increases the average distance by which an electron can move through multiple cycles of excitation, which results in successful recording of gratings in Mn to large saturation diffraction efficiencies.
In recording a hologram in the LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal, the main source for moving electrons in the conduction band is the bulk photovoltaic effect ( j ph ϭ Fe,R N Fe Ϫ I R ). At the beginning of recording, the electron concentration in the Fe traps (N Fe Ϫ ) is uniform. Therefore the bulk photovoltaic effect is maximum at the peaks of the red light intensity (I R ). Without the presence of UV light during recording, the recording light bleaches the Fe centers. This bleaching is faster in high light intensity regions, resulting in a 180°phase difference between N Fe Ϫ Fig. 9 . Variation of the final persistent diffraction efficiency with recording intensity while (a) the ratio of the recording to sensitizing intensity is fixed (I R0 /I UV0 ϭ 25) and (b) the sensitizing intensity is fixed (I UV0 ϭ 20 mW/cm 2 ). The wavelength of the sensitizing beam in the calculations is 365 nm. ␣ UV ϭ 0 (solid) and ␣ UV ϭ 9mm Ϫ1 (dashed) are the variation when the absorption of the UV light within the crystal is and is not neglected, respectively. and I R . Assuming sinusoidal variation with space, we can represent the first Fourier component of the bulk photovoltaic current as
where we have assumed that
with all parameters defined as above. Therefore, at some point in time, the bulk photovoltaic current at the peaks of the interference pattern becomes weaker than the bulk photovoltaic current at positions away from the peaks, reversing the prevailing charge-transfer direction and causing erasure. The peak in the recording curve of Fig. 4 (without UV light) corresponds to this reversal of direction. The argument presented above is useful for an intuitive understanding of the processes. We can also use our theoretical model to explain the experimental measurements in Fig. 4 . Figure 10 shows the concentration of filled Fe centers (N Fe Ϫ ) and photovoltaic current at different times during hologram formation as a function of position x. In calculating the results shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) we assumed that recording is performed by red only (without UV) light and by the simultaneous presence of UV and red light, respectively. In both cases we assumed that recording is done after presensitization of the crystal with UV light.
Figure 10(a) shows clearly that the reversal in the direction of charge transfer is responsible for the fall of the diffraction efficiency when the UV light is not present during hologram formation. Furthermore, Fig. 10(b) shows that the presence of UV light during recording results in a nonzero steady-state electron concentration in the Fe traps. This is so because of continuous sensitization (electron transfer from Mn traps to Fe traps) by UV light. As a result, reversal in the charge-transfer direction in the conduction band does not occur, and a strong hologram can be recorded.
It is important to note that the space-charge pattern resides in both centers because the recombination rate of the electrons from the conduction band for the Fe and Mn centers are similar each other. Therefore, modulated Fe 2ϩ and Mn 2ϩ gratings are formed during recording. The sum of these gratings produces the space-charge field. Figure 11 shows the concentration of electrons in Fe and Mn traps at different times during recording with the simultaneous presence of UV light. B, S, and F in Fig. 11 refer to beginning of recording, saturation, and the final part of the process (after sufficient readout), respectively. The 180°phase difference between the two gratings results from the fact that, in bright red regions, In both cases it is assumed that the crystal was preilluminated by the UV beam for two hours before recording. ). Note that the spatial variation of N Fe Ϫ has a 180°phase shift from that of the recording intensity, as shown in Fig. 10(b) .
electrons are transferred from Fe centers to Mn centers at maximum rate. Therefore the Mn 2ϩ grating is maximum in the brighter red regions and minimum in the darker areas. The situation for the Fe 2ϩ grating is the reverse, introducing a 180°phase difference between the two sinusoidal patterns. The real phase difference is a bit smaller than 180°owing to the movement of electrons in the conduction band before they are retrapped. During readout with red light only, electrons in the Fe centers move in the reverse direction, resulting in partial erasure of the hologram. The hologram is not completely erased because the electrons can move only a short distance before they are trapped in the Mn centers. After sufficient readout, all Fe traps will become empty, and the final grating will remain recorded in the Mn traps.
OPTIMIZATION OF TWO-CENTER RECORDING
In this section we focus on the effects of individual design parameters (i.e., Fe and Mn concentrations, initial electron concentrations in the traps, recording and sensitizing intensities and wavelengths, etc.) on the dynamic range of two-center holographic recording systems. A convenient measure of the dynamic range is M/#. 35 An approximate measure of M/# in a two-center holographic recording scheme is the square root of the final persistent diffraction efficiency. We consider the effect of each of the design parameters on this measure when all other design parameters are fixed. The effects of recording and sensitizing intensities were considered in Section 4. Figure 12 (a) shows the theoretical variation of the approximate M/# with Fe concentration while the Mn concentration is fixed at N Mn ϭ 3.8 ϫ 10 24 m Ϫ3 (corresponding to 0.01 wt. % MnO doping). In this calculation we have assumed that all Fe traps are initially empty and that 90% of the Mn traps are occupied by electrons (N A ϭ 3.4 ϫ 10 24 m Ϫ3 ). As Fig. 12(a) shows, stronger holograms and larger M/# are obtained at higher Fe concentrations. The variation in Fig. 12(a) can be understood from the energy-band diagram in Fig. 1 . Without any Fe traps, we cannot record any holograms, as red light cannot excite electrons from Mn traps to the conduction band. By increasing the concentration of the Fe traps (keeping them all initially empty), we increase the probability of trapping electrons from the conduction band by Fe traps, which increases the concentration of electrons in the Fe traps during recording. Therefore, stronger holograms can be recorded and a larger M/# obtained. In the calculation shown in Fig. 12(a) we considered only the practical Fe concentration in LiNbO 3 (up to 0.15 wt. % Fe 2 O 3 ). However, strong absorption of the recording beams may also limit the highest useful Fe concentration. Figure 12 (b) shows the result of holographic recording and readout experiments performed with two different LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystals with the same Mn concentration and thickness but different Fe concentrations. The crystals were also annealed together. Recording and readout are accomplished with the same system parameters (intensities, grating period, etc.) in both crystals. The experimental parameters are given in the figure caption. As Fig. 12(b) shows, the crystal with 50% more Fe traps has approximately 50% larger M/#, as suggested by Fig.  12(a) .
A. Effect of Fe Concentration
The theoretical and experimental results shown in Fig.  12 suggest that, in designing a material for two-center holographic recording, we should choose the highest practical doping level for the shallower traps (i.e., Fe in LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn). Figure 13 (a) shows the theoretical variation of the approximate M/# with Mn concentration while the Fe concentration is fixed at N Fe ϭ 2.5 ϫ 10 25 m Ϫ3 (corresponding to 0.075 wt. % Fe 2 O 3 doping). In this calculation we assumed that all Fe traps are initially empty and that 90% of the Mn traps are occupied by electrons. All other parameters are kept constant (as stated in the caption). As Fig. 13(a) shows, there is an optimum Mn concentration. Without any Mn traps, we cannot record a hologram because all Fe traps are initially empty. Therefore, we have M/# ϭ 0 at zero Mn concentration. By increasing the Mn concentration from zero (while keeping 90% of them filled with electrons), we increase the number of electrons available for sensitization. Therefore we get a larger electron excitation rate from Mn traps to the conduction band (rate 1 in Fig. 1 ). However, as 10% of the Mn traps are empty, we also increase the rate of electron trapping at Mn centers (rate 3 in Fig. 1 ) by increasing the Mn concentration. This militates against sensitization (or electron transfer to Fe traps). Therefore when we increase the Mn concentration we have two competing effects that explain the occurrence of a maximum in the variation of the M/# with the concentration of the Mn traps. For the intensity ratio chosen in this calculation, the optimum occurs when the Mn concentration is approximately 10% of the Fe concentration. Figure 13(b) shows the results of holographic recording and readout experiments performed with three different LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystals with the same Fe concentration and thickness but different Mn concentrations. The crystals were also annealed together such that they have similar initial electron concentrations in the Mn traps while all Fe traps are initially empty. Recording and readout are accomplished with the same system parameters (intensities, grating period, etc.) in both crystals. The experimental parameters are given in the caption. As Fig. 13(b) shows, the crystal whose Mn concentration is approximately 10% of its Fe concentration has the largest persistent diffraction efficiency (and therefore the largest M/#). The persistent diffraction efficiency is smaller for crystals with higher Mn concentrations. The experimental results confirm the latter part (after the maximum) of Fig. 13(a) . If we believe that no hologram can be recorded (M/# ϭ 0) without any Mn traps, we can conclude from the experimental results that there is a Mn concentration that results in maximum M/#.
B. Effect of Mn Concentration
The theoretical and experimental results shown in Fig.  13 suggest that, in designing a material for two-center holographic recording, we should choose the optimum doping level for the deeper traps (i.e., Mn in LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn). As a rule of thumb, the optimum for any LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal occurs when the Mn concentration is approximately 10% of the Fe concentration. Although this result is obtained for a specific crystal and a specific intensity ratio, we expect it to be a good starting point in the design of a LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal for two-center holographic recording. For any other material and or dopant, there is always an optimum concentration for the deeper traps that can be found by the method that we have described.
C. Effect of Annealing
Because holographic recording is achieved by spatial rearrangement of the electrons in the Fe and Mn traps, the initial electron concentration in the traps has an important effect on the holographic recording performance. The electron concentration in the traps can be varied by annealing (or oxidation-reduction) 24 of the crystal. Because Mn traps are deeper in the bandgap than Fe traps, electrons fill the Mn traps before Fe traps when the crystal is reduced. For persistent holographic recording, it is essential that at the end of the annealing process all Fe traps be empty and that only a portion of the Mn traps be filled. Figure 14(a) shows the theoretical variation of the approximate M/# with the portion of filled Mn traps, whereas the Mn and Fe concentrations are fixed at N Mn ϭ 3.81 ϫ 10 24 m Ϫ3 (corresponding to 0.01 wt. % MnO doping) and N Fe ϭ 2.5 ϫ 10 25 m Ϫ3 (corresponding to 0.075 wt. % Fe 2 O 3 doping), respectively. In this calculation we assumed that all Fe traps are initially empty, as required to obtain persistence. As Fig. 14(a) shows, there is an optimum annealing (or oxidation-reduction) state for the crystal that results in the best M/#. For the crystal with specifications given above, the optimum annealing state is approximately 97%-98% of the Mn traps filled with all the Fe traps empty. The optimum value is a sensitive function of Mn and Fe concentrations. For small variations of these concentrations from those of the given crystal, we expect the optimum annealing state to be somewhere between 95% and 100% of the Mn traps filled with all Fe traps empty. To check the theoretical result and to investigate the effect of the oxidation-reduction state of the crystal, we performed experiments with four x-cut congruent LiNbO 3 crystals doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe 2 O 3 and with 0.01 wt. % MnO. The crystals were all from the same boule. The samples were strongly oxidized (sample LN1), oxidized (LN2), weakly oxidized (LN3), and strongly reduced (LN4) by annealing at temperatures of 700-1000°C in oxygen or argon atmospheres for different times. Sample LN1 was 2.9 mm thick, and all others were 0.85 mm thick. The absorption spectra of crystals LN1, LN3, and LN4 are shown in Fig. 15 . The absorption spectrum of LN2 is so close to that of LN3 that, to avoid confusion, we do not show it. Almost all traps in the highly oxidized crystal are empty, resulting in a limited amount of absorption above 420 nm. The absorption below this wavelength comes from band-to-band absorption of LiNbO 3 , electron transfer from the valance band to Fe traps (hole generation), 36 and possibly some excitation of the few remaining electrons in Mn traps. As we reduce the oxidized sample, more Mn traps become occupied by electrons, resulting in stronger absorption above 420 nm (crystals LN2 and LN3). As we continue to reduce the sample, we reach a point at which all Mn traps are occupied by electrons and start to fill Fe traps with electrons. This causes an absorption band to appear at ϳ477 nm. The absorption in this band becomes stronger as we continue reducing the sample. The behavior observed in Fig. 15 implies that LN1 has hardly any electrons in either trap, LN2 and LN3 have partially filled Mn traps and empty Fe traps, and LN4 has completely filled Mn traps and partially filled Fe traps. No hologram can be recorded in LN1 because of the lack of electrons. Strong holograms can initially be recorded in LN4. However, the readout light causes electron transfer from Fe traps to Mn traps (via the conduction band) to fill all Mn traps during readout. The remaining hologram is in the Fe traps and is erased by further readout. During readout, therefore, we expect to find poor persistence when we use either LN1 or LN4. However, LN2 and LN3 are appropriate for persistent holographic recording, in complete agreement with experimental recording and readout curves for the four crystals shown in Fig. 14(b) . A moredetailed explanation of the results shown in Fig. 14 can be found in Ref. 37 .
To summarize, experimental results confirm the theoretical result that there is an optimum oxidationreduction state for a doubly doped LiNbO 3 crystal that results in the desired performance. This optimum depends on the doping levels of the shallower (Fe) and deeper (Mn) traps and on the intensities of the sensitizing (UV) and recording (red) beams. Figure 14(a) shows that, for the crystal used in these experiments, the optimum oxidation-reduction state that results in the best M/# occurs when ϳ97%-98% of the Mn traps are filled with electrons. This is close to the oxidation-reduction state of LN3. Once again, although this result is obtained for this specific crystal and a specific intensity ratio, we expect it to be a good starting point in the design of any LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal for two-center holographic recording. For any other material or dopant, the optimum annealing occurs when all the shallower traps are empty and a good portion of the deeper traps are filled. 
D. Effect of Sensitizing Wavelength
The maximum useful crystal thickness in two-center holographic recording depends on how deeply the sensitizing beam can penetrate the crystal. Therefore, large UV absorption results in a severe limitation in the maximum useful crystal thickness. The UV absorption coefficient of the LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystals that we used in the previous experiments was 9 mm Ϫ1 at 365 nm. A large part of this absorption comes from band-to-band absorption that is not useful for sensitization.
To avoid the unwanted extra absorption of the sensitizing beam, we can increase the sensitizing wavelength. Higher sensitizing wavelengths result in weaker band-toband absorption and therefore in larger useful thickness of the material. The longer sensitizing wavelength, however, results in weaker excitation of the Mn traps. Figure 16 shows the absorption spectrum of a LiNbO 3 crystal doped with Mn only. It is evident from Fig. 16 that we should not use sensitizing wavelengths above approximately 420 nm. A practical wavelength below this limit is 404 nm, which is available from a mercury lamp. Figure 17(a) shows the experimental recording and readout curves for a LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal with sensitizing wavelength of 365 and 404 nm. As Fig. 17(a) shows, using 404-nm sensitizing light results in larger persistent diffraction efficiency (and M/#), even with five-times-lower sensitizing intensity. The recording speed for 365-nm sensitizing light is greater only because of the five-timeslarger sensitizing intensity at this wavelength. In general, to obtain the best performance in twocenter holographic recording we must choose a sensitizing wavelength that is long enough to prevent unwanted absorptions (band-to-band, etc.) and short enough to result in efficient sensitization from the deep traps. For LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystals, the best wavelength is in the 400-410-nm range.
DISCUSSION
From Fig. 17(a) we can obtain M/# Ӎ 0.27 by using 404-nm light for sensitization. We can improve M/# by nearly a factor of 3 by using extraordinary (in-plane) polarization for recording and readout beams because of the larger electro-optic coefficient of LiNbO 3 for extraordinary polarization. Therefore we expect to have M/# Ӎ 1 for a 1-mm-thick crystal. In a practical system we would typically like to have a 1-cm-thick crystal. In the absence of absorption, M/# scales linearly with the crystal thickness, suggesting that M/# Ӎ 10 for a 1-cm-thick sample. In normal holographic recording, the deviation in the linearity of M/# with thickness is not large, as the absorption of the recording beams can be adjusted by annealing. However, the absorption of the sensitizing beam in a twocenter holographic recording is typically much greater than that of the recording beams. This large absorption reduces the effective thickness of the crystal. Therefore we cannot obtain larger M/# by simply using thicker crystals. To get an idea of the largest useful thickness of a LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn in two-center holographic recording, we used the theoretical model to calculate the variation of M/# with crystal thickness for different UV absorption coefficients (␣ UV ). Figure 18 shows the results: the largest usable crystal thickness for ␣ UV ϭ 9 mm Ϫ1 is 0.5 mm. This is the case when the UV wavelength is 365 nm. However, for ␣ UV ϭ 1 mm Ϫ1 (for UV wavelength 404 nm) we can use 4-5-mm-thick crystals. We can use 1-cmthick samples if we use two sensitizing beams from the two opposite sides of the crystal. In this case, each beam sensitizes 5 mm of the crystal effectively, and therefore the entire crystal thickness is used for holographic recording. As a result, we expect M/# near 10 for a 1-cm-thick crystal in the transmission geometry with extraordinary polarization.
Another important property for any holographic recording system is persistence (nondestructive readout). Twocenter holographic recording with red light has excellent persistence, as shown in Fig. 4 . One measure of persistence is the erasure time constant during readout with some prespecified reading intensity. Figure 19 shows the variation of the erasure speed (the inverse of the erasure time constant) of the final hologram with the intensity of the reading red beam. To obtain the experimental data depicted in Fig. 19 , first we recorded a hologram with the simultaneous presence of two red beams (wavelength, 633 nm; intensity of each beam, 300 mW/cm 2 ; ordinary polarization) and one sensitizing beam (wavelength, 404 nm; intensity, 4 mW/cm 2 ). Then we read out the hologram for 24 h with one of the red beams to make sure that almost all the electrons in Fe traps are transferred to Mn traps. Finally, we read out the hologram with one red beam with different intensities for at least 10 h in each case. We then calculate the erasure time constant ( e )by fitting the erasure curve to a monoexponential function such as
The deviation of the data from a linear curve is due partly to error in measuring the erasure time constant (because of the long duration of the erasure process) and partly to the fact that we have two traps instead of one. In other words, erasure from the Mn traps is achieved by redistribution of electrons among the Mn traps via the conduction band either without intermediate trapping at the Fe centers or with intermediate trapping at the Fe centers, and the corresponding erasure dynamics of these two erasure pathways are different.
Here we have used the saturation hologram strength (which, for weak holograms, is equal to the square root of the saturation diffraction efficiency after sufficient readout) as the approximate M/#. The conventional definition of M/# is M/# ϭ A 0 e Ј/ r , where A 0 , e Ј, and r are saturation hologram strength, erasure time constant, and recording time constant, respectively. Note that e Ј represents the erasure of a hologram caused by recording other holograms. This erasure in two-center recording is caused by the simultaneous presence of sensitizing and recording beams. The deviation of M/# from the saturation hologram strength (A 0 ) is due to the asymmetry between recording and erasure time constants. This asymmetry can occur in crystals (such as LiNbO 3 ) in which current is dominated by the bulk photovoltaic effect. The asymmetry is due to the recording dynamics with complex-valued (instead of real-valued) recording time constants. In LiNbO 3 , it can be seen in highly doped and reduced samples. When this asymmetry occurs, the recording dynamics is not simply a monoexponential function: Its behavior near saturation is oscillatory. The nice monoexponential recording curves obtained in twocenter recording with UV and red light suggests that the dynamics has a real-valued recording time constant. Therefore, little (if any) asymmetry exists between recording and erasure time constants in two-center recording, and M/# can be approximated by the strength of the saturation hologram. The details of hologram multiplexing in two-center recording can be found in Ref. 38 , in which we showed that the difference between (experimentally measured) relevant recording and erasure time constants is ϳ10%. We also showed that our approximate measure for the M/# that is computed from single holograms is actually valid for multiplexing of several holograms. 38 Our focus in this paper has been mainly on M/# as the holographic performance measure. Another important property to be measured in holographic recording is sensitivity. The sensitivity in a two-center holographic re- cording has already been discussed in another publication. 39 We showed in Ref. 39 that we can improve the sensitivity of two-center recording by a factor of 20 if we use green light instead of red light for recording.
CONCLUSIONS
Two-center holographic recording is a promising method for persistent holographic recording in LiNbO 3 crystals. It is based on using a sensitizing beam and two recording beams to record a hologram in a doubly doped crystal. Both traps are so deep that thermal depopulation of either trap can be neglected. The crystal needs to be annealed properly to ensure that initially all shallower traps as well as a portion of the deeper traps are empty. The success of the method is due to a big asymmetry in the physical mechanisms that are responsible for recording and readout. During recording, an electron undergoes on average many cycles of excitation from traps to the conduction band, moving in the conduction band, and getting trapped. During readout, an electron is limited on average to only a few of these cycles. Therefore, read out causes only a partial erasure of the stored information, and after that the remaining hologram can be read out for a long time without considerable erasure. Although the hologram is initially recorded in both traps, it is finally recorded in the deeper traps after sufficient readout. The presence of UV light during recording is crucial for asymmetry between recording and readout. Without UV light during recording, a strong hologram cannot be recorded.
Initial experimental results suggest that it is possible to obtain M/# Ӎ 10 for a 1-cm-thick LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal. M/# depends mainly on the ratio of the recording and sensitizing intensities. Sensitization and bleaching experiments are helpful for choosing these intensities. For the LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn crystal that we used, this ratio was approximately 25-30. It can be optimized by choice of the correct ratio among the excitation and recombination rates of the two traps. This procedure results in the interdependence of the concentrations of the traps, the oxidation-reduction state of the crystal, and the sensitizing and recording intensities. We can obtain the best M/# by choosing the concentration of the shallower traps to be as large as is practically possible and then optimizing the concentration of the deeper traps and the oxidation-reduction state. As a rule of thumb, for LiNbO 3 :Fe:Mn the best Mn concentration would be 10% of that of Fe, and the best annealing state would be found when ϳ95% of the Mn traps were filled and all Fe traps were empty. The choice of the sensitizing wavelength is also a crucial step in improving M/#. This wavelength should be long enough to prevent extra absorption owing to band-to-band absorption of LiNbO 3 but short enough to provide effective sensitization from the deeper traps. The best sensitizing wavelength for LiNbO 3 To calculate the total transmitted red light through the crystal, we we need to include the variation of the absorption coefficient for red light throughout the thickness of the crystal. Considering 
To simplify Eq. (A8) further, we need to assume some approximate value for A. We first assume a value for N A /N Mn and substitute it into Eq. (17) to find an approximate value for ␥ Mn /␥ Fe . Substituting these approximate values into Eq. (A4), we obtain an approximate value for A. We then check the validity of the assumed value for N A /N Mn by solving the governing equations for N A [Eqs. (17) , (24) , and (25)]. After trying different values, we have found that N A /N Mn Ӎ 0.9 is a good approximation; it yields A Ӎ 0.01 s Ϫ1 . For sensitization of ϳ3 h, we can calculate At Ӎ 108. For our L ϭ 0.85-mm-thick crystal with ␣ UV ϭ 9 mm Ϫ1 at 365 nm, we have At exp(Ϫ␣ UV L) Ӎ 0.05. The integral in Eq. (A8) can be calculated by use of the tabulated exponential integral function. The upper bound of this integral can be replaced with ϩϱ. The interesting property of the integral is that it is not a sharp function of the lower bound (and, therefore, of A) in the range of values that are relevant to our experiment. For example, for lower bounds ͓At exp(Ϫ␣ UV L)͔ of 0.04, 0.05, and 0.07, the integral is equal to 0.65L, 0.68L, and 0.72L, respectively. This shows that the method that we have followed here to obtain an approximate value for A does not significantly affect the final result for N Fe,final Ϫ . Using 0.7L as the value of the integral in Eq. (A7), and using I t /I i ϭ 0.9 from Fig. 7(b) , we obtain N Fe,final Ϫ Ӎ 1.16 ϫ 10 24 m Ϫ3 .
